Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>Begin the USS Artemis Mission 9805.15<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<

CaptPyril says:
::strides into the Observation lounge...sitting at the head of the table::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: his checking the last detail on his staff.. all scientific equiptment as been brought onboard ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::at the bridge Tactical station double-checking everything::

CMO_Rosin says:
::in Sickbay reading some interesting medical reports::

OPS_Jacob says:
::sits at OPS, looking around at this awesome ship::

CTAC_Brad says:
::finishes his tactical check, seeing everything checks out::

Tok says:
@::dreaming of riches::

CaptPyril says:
:;sits and pulls in the chair::

FCOBryant says:
:::runs his hands over the flight control console and can feel the power that he controls::::

CTAC_Brad says:
*Computer*  Computer, what is the current time?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: enter the Observation lounge.. ::

CSO_Vogas says:
::take a seat ::

OPS_Jacob says:
::begins a level 2 diagnostic of the OPS controls::

CaptPyril ::keys the shipwide comm::  *Senior Staff*  All senior staff report to the observation lounge immediately... (~.wav)

CTAC_Brad says:
::the computer replies, and the time matches that of the staff meeting::

CTAC_Brad says:
*Jones* Lt. Brad, to Ensign Jones.  Please report to the bridge to take over Tactical

CTAC_Brad says:
::turns and heads into the Observation Lounge, taking a seat next to the Captain::

CMO_Rosin says:
::was just getting to a good part about mutations when he hears the Captain::

CaptPyril says:
::notices Vogas enters...acknowledges him with a curt nod and a stern look::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Hello Captain..

CSO_Vogas says:
::  take his seat and act rationally as usual.. ::

CaptPyril says:
::nods slightly to the CTAC::  Mr Mitchell....

CMO_Rosin says:
::goes down to the Observation Room, leaving a Doctor D'mented in charge::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: still reviewing the equiptment list.. ::

CaptPyril says:
::waits for the rest of the staff to arrive.....drumming fingers on the table::

FCOBryant says:
::disengages auto protocol to check reactions of the ship to control inputs on manual:::::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: finish it and put on the table in front of him.. look at captain with a Vulcan look  ::

CMO_Rosin says:
::arrives in the Observation Room::

CTAC_Brad says:
::looks around the OR, checking out the crew assembled and mentally taking attendence::

Tok says:
@::still dreaming of riches::

CMO_Rosin says:
::takes an empty chair near the display screen and sits down::

FCOBryant says:
::gives the helm to another ensign and heads to the observation lounge feeling stupid:::

FCOBryant says:
TL: observation  lounge

OPS_Jacob says:
::goes to Observation Lounge and takes a seat::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: see that some human are late ::

Host CaptPyril says:
::waits for the FCO arrive::

FCOBryant says:
::walk into observation lounge and tries to sneak into a chair:::

CTAC_Brad says:
::looks at the late arrival::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: look at OPS officer arriving.. ::

FCOBryant says:
Captain: sorry sir

CSO_Vogas says:
:: look at FCO with his Vulcan look ::

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  welcome aboard the USS Artemis...for those who don't know me...I am Captain Indyrian Pyril.......

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  Before we set off.....I need to explain what I expect from you.......and leave it up to you whether or not to stay...

Host CaptPyril says:
::stands and begins to walk around the table::

FCOBryant says:
::listens to the captain intently:::

CTAC_Brad says:
::eyes following the CO::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: look at captain walking.. typically emotional human behavior.. ::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: or in that case Bajoran ::

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  I expect nothing but your best.......anything less, and you should've signed on to the Seleya......

OPS_Jacob says:
::holds back a laugh::

FCOBryant says:
::tries not to giggle:::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: wonder why the Captain brought up one of the best ship in the fleet ::

CTAC_Brad says:
::raises an eyebrow slightly at that comment::

CMO_Rosin says:
::has a friend on the Seleya and tries not to show his slight anger at the Captain::

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  If I do not get your best....day in and day out....the stinging sensation your will feel next...will be my boot on your butt.  Do I make myself clear?

 CSO_Vogas says:
:: wonder if the captain is trying to use something typically human humor.. if so he's doing poorly ::

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  Do I make myself clear?  ::raises voice::

FCOBryant says:
:::thinks he isn't the only nervous one in the room and relaxes a little, even though he is still awed by the Captain and rest of the senior staff:::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  as crystal sir

OPS_Jacob says:
Yes, sir

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Yes sir.. if you do your best, it is logical that the rest of the crew will fellow your example..

FCOBryant says:
CO: aye sir

CMO_Rosin says:
CO: of course sir

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  Mr Mitchell.......get her ready to leave the ship yards......

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  everyone else...dismissed.

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Yes sir

CSO_Vogas says:
:: prepare to get up ::

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  A moment please Mr Vogas....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: stand up and head for the bridge.. stop::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: What is it sir.. ?

FCOBryant says:
::jumps out of his seat and heads back to the bridge:::

Host CaptPyril says:
::walks back around and sits at the head of the table::

CTAC_Brad says:
::stands and walks out of the OR, onto the bridge, taking a seat in the center chair::

Host CaptPyril says:
::waits until everyone leaves::

CMO_Rosin says:
::gets up and heads for the door::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: come closer to the Captain. still standing up straight ::

FCOBryant says:
::slides into the FCO's seat and begins to get a little nervous in anticipation::::

OPS_Jacob says:
::goes back to bridge and sits at OPS::

Host CaptPyril says:
::punches a few keys into the desktop terminal once everyone leaves...::  CSO:  I understand you have filed a report against me Ensign.....

FCOBryant says:
:::prays he doesn't crash on the way out of space dock:::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Yes sir.. it is the truth..

CTAC_Brad says:
OPS:  Mr. Jacob, hail the Ship Yards..  request clearance to disembark

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  it is also inexcusable......you have broken the chain of command....in the pursuit of your perceived truth

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  And that I cannot tolerate.  If you have a problem, you come to me first.  Do you understand?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: So.. I only obey what is call Starfleet regulation and laws, sir.

FCOBryant says:
*Eng* I am gonna need the engines pretty quick are you ready?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: But if you wish..  I will do so..

CTAC_Brad says:
FCO:  Mr. Bryant, coordinate with OPS, once you receive clearance, disengage the docking clamps and take us out, 1/4 impulse

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: aye sir

FCOBryant says:
Ops: we got clearance yet?

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Ensign Vogas.....if you have a problem with one of my orders, you address me about it first.  If you go over my head again, it not only reflects poorly on my ability to run this ship, but it also makes you look foolish....

Host Maryanne says:
<Nesrun>: *COM Artemis* You are clear to depart, fair sailing Artemis

CMO_Rosin says:
::returns to Sickbay to find Doctor D'Mented getting ready to operate on a patient::

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  What do you think I am?  Some sort of wild man, issuing crazy orders because I felt like it.

OPS_Jacob says:
we are clear...

CMO_Rosin says:
D'Mented: What do you think you're doing?!

FCOBryant says:
:: begins to disengage docking clamps and pivots the Artemis and engages the thrusters

CTAC_Brad says:
::watches OPS & the FCO carry out his orders::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. one the possibility that had come to my mind is that the alien which take over you when were 50 years away from the Federation had resurfaced..

CTAC_Brad says:
FCO:  Once you clear the ship yards, bring her up to full impulse

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Your suggestion to raise the candella in the shuttlebay was noted...and taken into account when I made my decision to vent the Shuttlebay.  If we had done so, we would have permanently blinded our own security teams.  Had you considered that?

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: aye sir, full impulse

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. the crew were in the shuttle.. they would have been protected..

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: I had calculated that chance..

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: sir we are free and clear to navigate, and going to full impulse

CMO_Rosin says:
<D'Mented> Rosin: He said he was having abdominal cramps

FCOBryant says:
::increases power and heads out in to deep space:::

CTAC_Brad says:
FCO:  Acknowledged Mr. Bryant..  Once you clear Pluto, set a course for Starbase 74, Warp 2..  We'll start low and slowly increase just in case

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  I would appreciate next time you have a problem with an order of mine.....you come to me first......

But I warn you....don’t push me Ensign.......I can push back harder than you can.......

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: aye sir, star base 74 , at warp two

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Using strength demonstration wouldn't be necessary or logical sir.. I will attempt to do my duty. ..

CMO_Rosin says:
D'Mented: You don't need to operate on him!! Now get me a hypospray....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: As a Starfleet officer should..

Host Maryanne ACTION: THE USS ARTEMIS HEADS FOR STARBASE 74 WARP 2  (Warp.wav)

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  I was asked to be a Captain....not promoted.....Starfleet Command wanted me in the chair.....you are dismissed Ensign Vogas.....

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO*  Captain, we are in route to SB 74 at Warp 2 now...

Tok says:
@::still dreaming of riches::

CTAC_Brad says:
::hopes he didn't interrupt anything::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: leave the OL, still not showing any changes in his faces ::

Host CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  Understood....I am on my way there.......  ::stands and leaves, returning to the bridge::

CTAC_Brad says:
OPS/FCO: Any problems yet?

CTAC_Brad says:
::stands::  ALL:  Captain on the bridge!

OPS_Jacob says:
CTAC: not on my screen...

FCOBryant says:
CTAC : no sir she handles like a dream ::grins:::

CMO_Rosin ::gets the hypospray and applies it to the patient::  (Hypospray.wav)

Host CaptPyril says:
All:  As you were......
Helm:  how do the warp engines look?

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Captain, we are handling warp 2 fine..  Just about to increase to warp 4

CTAC_Brad says:
::moves over to his Tactical station::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: arrived on the bridge ::

FCOBryant says:
CO: sir the engines aren't even purring yet and we made warp two with no problems

OPS_Jacob says:
::monitors warp drive readings closely::

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Very well....::takes seat::  lets stretch her legs..increase to Warp 5.

FCOBryant says:
::grins and turns to the Captain::: Captain: aye sir, warp five

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: A slight fluctuation in the plasma relays is noted

FCOBryant says:
captain: sir just a little hiccup in the power flow

Host CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Source?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check sensor data.. still look at internal sensor::

CMO_Rosin says:
D'Mented : From now on, contact me before you take ANY action, no matter the time, okay?

OPS_Jacob says:
::looks for possible cause by internal scanners on the relays::

CTAC_Brad says:
::runs a diagnostic on the tactical systems::

FCOBryant says:
Captain: sir I just think it was a bad relay in the flight con panel not any real problem

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: NO CAUSE IF FOUND

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: just a hiccup

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: nothing more..

Host CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Very well....

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check the sensors::

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Time to Starbase 74 at current speed?

FCOBryant says:
Captain: sir, 1 hour and fifteen minutes

CTAC_Brad says:
::diagnostic comes up clean across the board::

Host CaptPyril says:
::leans back and begins filing and incident report::  FCO:  Very well......lets try to avoid the bumps  ::smiles at his little flight humor::

OPS_Jacob thinks:  will never get there at this speed

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: LONG RANGE SENSORS HAVE PICKED UP AN APPARENTLY ABANDONED SMALL ALIEN VESSEL FLOATING ABOUT 25 LIGHT YEARS FROM THE ARTEMIS'S CURRENT POSITION

FCOBryant says:
::grins at the Captain and wonders if the he would notice a barrel roll::::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. unknown ship detected.. 25 light years from here..

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to Identify them ::

Host CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Range to target?

FCOBryant says:
Captain: should I alter course to intercept?

OPS_Jacob says:
::scans the ships with my controls::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  25 light years captain

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Slow to full impulse and set up an intercept course...

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  What do you make of her?

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Captain, shall we go to Yellow Alert?

Host Maryanne says:
Further scans are inconclusive and the vessel is floating dangerously close to a blackhole

FCOBryant says:
Captain: aye, aye sir

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: It's hard to tell.. the computer database doesn't have any information on them..

Host CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  I don’t think that is warranted yet.....

OPS_Jacob says:
::watches for any more hiccups in power::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: scan the black hole::

FCOBryant says:
:::drops the warp field and engages the impulse engines and checks time space beacons for exact position fix:::

Host CaptPyril says:
::upon hearing the CTAC's report::  CTAC:  Yellow Alert.....
FCO:  Engage intercept course....warp 3.

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir I recommend that we step back 200000 km from the black hole.. it is very strong..

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Yes sir..

Host CaptPyril says:
*Sickbay*  Prepare for possible casualties

FCOBryant says:
Captain: aye, aye sir!

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  relay data points to helm for a good location to the ship...

FCOBryant says:
::grins and gets a little excited, as he engages the warp engines:::

CTAC_Brad *ALL*  All hands, Yellow Alert.  This is not a drill. (Yellow Alert.wav)

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: aye sir.. ::push a few buttons and give info to Conn ::

CMO_Rosin says:
*Pyril*: Sir?  I thought we were on course for Starbase 74?

OPS_Jacob says:
::as we get closer scans for life::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I'm picking up one life sign onboard.. ::try identify it ::

Host CaptPyril says:
*CMO*  Change of plans Doctor......have sickbay ready....

Tok says:
@::still frozen and sleeping:::

FCOBryant says:
captain: sir one minute thirteen seconds to contact

Host CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  ready tractor beam...

CMO_Rosin says:
*Pyril*: Aye Sir, will do..

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE LIFESIGNS ONBOARD THE ALIEN VESSLE ARE GETTING STRONGER....

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..   ::gets the tractor beam ready::

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Do you have the ship on viewer?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I believe we might be heading toward a trap..

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Noted

FCOBryant says:
Capatin: yes sir

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Lets see her....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. it is a old Ferengi ship..

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Approximate age 300 years old..

FCOBryant says:
CO aye sir:: puts old Ferengi freghter on main viewer:::

OPS_Jacob says:
Oh great... Ferengi

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  How long until it crosses the black hole's event horizon?

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: SOME SYSTEMS ONBOARD THE FERENGI VESSLE COME TO LIFE SLOWLY

Host CaptPyril says:
::stands, walking forward between the OPS and FCO stations::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I estimate about 10 minutes before it can't  be pull out of there..

FCOBryant says:
Captain: should I drop out warp sir?

CMO_Rosin says:
::prepares Sickbay for any emergencies::

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  Yes.....hold station at maximum safe distance.

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I'm picking up power readings from the vessel..

Host CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Hail them.....

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE FERENGI VESSEL IS BEING PULLED SLOWLY INTO THE BLACKHOLE'S EVENT HORIZON

FCOBryant says:
:::quickly complies with captain Pyrils orders

CTAC_Brad says:
::pulls up the specs on the Ferengi vessel::

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Shall I tractor it now captain?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: New estimation sir.. less than 7 minutes before the ship is totally in the Worm hole..

Host CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  Lock the tractor beam on the ship and hold its current position....

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE TRACTOR BEAM WILL NOT WORK THIS CLOSE TO THE BLACKHOLE

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: sir.. I believe.. I believe that the Ferengi, if it is a Ferengi, was in status and that he's now slowly waking up..

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Captain..  we're to close for the tractor beam

OPS_Jacob says:
CO: if we could beam a team aboard they could restart it engines...

Tok says:
@::Begins to wake up::

Host CaptPyril says:
:;thinks::  CTAC:  Assemble an away team......need to get that old bucket of bolts moving stat....

FCOBryant says:
Captain: sir I would like to accompany the CTAC

Host CaptPyril says:
FCO:  That’s up to Mr Mitchell.....

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. we might slow the Ferengi ship if we use the deflector dish to emit Anti-Graviton particle near the blackhole..

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..  Permission for Mr. Bryant and Mr. Jacob to accompany me?

Tok says:
@::looks around for the button to open  the hatch to his sleeper

CTAC_Brad says:
*SC1*  Security Team 1, meet me in TR 1

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: TOK, A FERENGI SCIENTEST HAS PLACED HIMSELF IN SUSPENDED ANIMATION OVER THREE HUNDRED YEARS AGO..IN AN ATTEMPT TO AWAKEN AT A LATER DATE WHEN HIS INVESTMENTS IN THE FERENGI STOCK EXCHANGE WOULD BE WORTH BILLIONS OF LATINUM PIECES

CTAC_Brad says:
::watches as Ens. Jones arrives to handle tactical::

Host CaptPyril says:
CTAC:  its your show Lieutenant.....assemble who you see fit...

FCOBryant says:
::smiles at the CTAC, yeah now I may get to do some real flying!!::::

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  What affect would that have on the older Ferengi space frame?

CTAC_Brad says:
CO:  Aye sir..  Mr. Jacob, Mr. Bryant, your with me

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Good question sir.. I think it might manage to hold it.. but not for long.. no more than 10 minutes..

FCOBryant says:
::gives Ensign Reilly the helm and follows Mitchell::::

CTAC_Brad says:
::exits the bridge, holding the doors for the 2 other officers::

Tok says:
@::opens the hatch and exits his sleeper::

OPS_Jacob says:
::follows Mitchell::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Which is 4 more minutes than if we let the ship drift into the black hole..

Host CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  You have 8 minutes...starting now....

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Do it...

CTAC_Brad says:
*TL* TR 1

CTAC_Brad says:
*CO* Yes sir

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir.. :: use deflector dish to emulate anti-graviton particle near the blackhole and the Ferengi ship ::

FCOBryant says:
:::runs down the corridor behind the CTAC::

CSO_Vogas  (Graviton Beam.wav)

CTAC_Brad says:
::arrives in TR 1 and stands on the padd, along with Security Team 1, FCO, and OPS::

FCOBryant says:
Jumps up the steps on to the transporter pad:::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: Check the status of the ship.. ::

Tok says:
@::waddles to the nearest ship computer panel::

CTAC_Brad says:
*CMO* Doctor, please hurry..  we have a tight deadline here

Tok says:
@::tries to log on to www.Feriginee.com/richs

Host CaptPyril says:
::returns to his seat....keying a display of time until beam out for the AT:: CSO:  Keep a transporter lock on the AT...

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: It has seem to work sir.. the Ferengi ship is holding now and his slowing down ::

OPS_Jacob says:
@  Ferengi language  ::gulp::

CMO_Rosin says:
*Mitchell*: Lt? An Away Team I'm guessing?  Which Transporter Room?

CTAC_Brad says:
*CMO*  Correct doctor..  TR 1..  we have a Ferengi in stasis, so come prepared

Tok says:
@::notes the server is down...how am I going to find how rich he is

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: sir I don't think we have time to wait, can’t he follow us?

CTAC_Brad says:
::checks his phaser, just in case::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: check the reading for the wormhole.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
*Mitchell*: Aye sir, on my way

CTAC_Brad says:
::looks at the FCO::  FCO:  Good thinking Mr. Bryant..

CMO_Rosin says:
::hurries down to TR1 with a Med Kit::

OPS_Jacob says:
       ::did not bring a phaser.... sticks very close to CTAC::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: realise he has the wrong setting.. the previous officer have change the scan blackhole button to scan wormhole.. change it back ::

FCOBryant says:
::checks his belt and thinks..... as he sees the CTAC check his phaser::::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: scan the  blackhole .::

CMO_Rosin says:
::enters TR1 and gets on the pad::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE CMO ARRIVES AT TR 1

CTAC_Brad says:
CMO:  Glad you could join us Doctor

Tok says:
@::sits down and plans what to do next::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: THE AT TRANSPORTS TO THE FERENGI VESSEL

Host Maryanne (Transporter.wav)

CMO_Rosin says:
@::immediately begins scans::

CTAC_Brad says:
@::rematerializes on the Ferengi ship and quickly moves his hand to his phaser::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. there is less than 5 minutes before the structural integrity of the Ferengi ship will collapses..

Tok says:
@::see strange ugly being beam aboard::

CSO_Vogas says:
:: keep checking readings ::

Tok says:
@::Whining::Stranger: Who are you?

OPS_Jacob says:
@  ::smells crusty Ferengi smell::

CTAC_Brad says:
@OPS:  Mr. Jacob, take a security member with you and find engineering..  get those engines online!

FCOBryant says:
@rematerailises on the old transport and looks around to get oriented and heads for the flight controls::: CTAC: sir with you permission?

OPS_Jacob says:
@ ::goes searching for engineering::

Tok says:
@::runs away from the tall ugly creatures::

CTAC_Brad says:
@FCO:  Granted Mr. Bryant..  take a sec. person with you though

CTAC_Brad says:
@Tok:  I am Lt. Brad Mitchell, of the Federation Starship Artemis..  we come in peace and we won't hurt you..

OPS_Jacob says:
@::lets the security officer ahead of me::

CTAC_Brad says:
@Tok: Your ship is drifting into a black hole..  we have come to try and prevent that from happening...

FCOBryant says:
@CTAC: aye sir, :::looks at one of security officers::: You are with me!

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: 4 minutes to structural collapse of the Ferengi vessel..

Tok says:
@::close a door behind him..hoping it keep the ugly pointer eared alien behind him::

CMO_Rosin says:
@Mitchell: Perhaps he doesn't have a working translator....

Host CaptPyril says:
*CTAC*  You have 4 minutes before you loose her......I will pull you out in 2

CTAC_Brad says:
@*CO*  Aye sir

Tok says:
@::thinks, why me::

CTAC_Brad says:
@*AT*  We have 2 minutes guys..  get a move on it

CTAC_Brad says:
@CMO:  Doctor, shall you join me?  We've got to talk some sense into that Ferengi...

OPS_Jacob says:
@::walks through a door and it is a room that appears to be an engineering room, scans and confirms it with tricorder::

CMO_Rosin says:
@Mitchell: I speak a small amount of the main Ferengi language.....

FCOBryant says:
@::: pulls up engine status and sees that it just might be possible to restart the engines and pull this bucket out::::

CTAC_Brad says:
CMO:  Excellent..  after you..  ::motions with his hand::

Tok says:
@::Activates the ship intruder alert system::

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: SPRAY FOAM FLOODS THE CORRIDORS OF THE FERENGI VESSEL

CMO_Rosin says:
@::starts toward the door::

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: 3 minutes to structural collapse of the Ferengi ship..

CTAC_Brad says:
@::foam?  interesting::

CMO_Rosin says:
@::scans the foamy stuff::

CTAC_Brad says:
@::arrives at the door, and opens it::

OPS_Jacob says:
@::takes a deep breath

FCOBryant says:
@:::ick::::

Tok says:
@::puts on a E-suit::

FCOBryant says:
@*ops* are you gonna get the engines up soon or are you responsible for this bubble bath?

CTAC_Brad says:
@::mentally counting down the time::  CMO:  We don't have time for talking..  can you sedate him or shall I stun him?

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: TOK SLIPS ON THE FOAM AS HE PUTS ON HIS E-SUIT AND BANGS HIS HEAD

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. there is 2 minutes left before structural collapse of the Ferengi ship..

Tok says:
@::falls to the floor mutter some crude Ferengi words::

OPS_Jacob says:
@::scans panel with TRI and starts pushing buttons, correct ones too::

CMO_Rosin says:
@::pounds on the door and begins to talk in the Ferengi language::  We come in peace, we are here to help you, please open the door

CTAC_Brad says:
@CMO:  Doctor, is he anywhere near the door?

CSO_Vogas says:
:: try to keep track of all life signs onboard the vessel ::

CMO_Rosin says:
@Mitchell: Apparently so, he appears to be unconscious, though readings are sketchy

OPS_Jacob says:
@::finds the start button and pushes it::

CTAC_Brad says:
@::so much for blowing open the door::

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Time is up...initiate transport of all life signs....

FCOBryant says:
@*CTAC* sir this ship is a goner, we need to get out of here

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. there is 1 minute left before structural failure on the Ferengi ship.. .. Aye sir.. :: lock on AT .. beam them out.. ::

CTAC_Brad says:
@*CO*   Captain, your going to have to beam the Ferengi aboard..  we can't reach him

CSO_Vogas  (Transporter.wav)

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: ALL LIFESIGNS ONBOARD THE FERENGI SHIP ARE BEAMED TO THE ARTEMIS

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: We got them all sir..

CTAC_Brad says:
::rematerializes in the TR of the Artemis::

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Very well....back us out and resume course to Starbase 74....warp 5.

CTAC_Brad says:
CMO:  Doctor..  I think we better get our friend down to sickbay

Tok says:
::arrives on the Artemis ::All: Where am I?!!!

FCOBryant says:
:::stands on the transporter pad trying to get the foam out of his ears:::

CMO_Rosin says:
::molecules appear together in Transport Room One::

OPS_Jacob says:
::on Artemis...

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir..:: move the ship away from the wormhole and head back toward Starbase 74.. ::

CMO_Rosin says:
Mitchell: Good idea...  TR Chief: Can you beam him to Sickbay for me?

CTAC_Brad says:
Tok:  You are on the federation Starship Artemis..  I assure you, no harm will come to you

CMO_Rosin says:
TR Chief: Beam me while you are at it

Host Maryanne says:
ACTION: TR 1 IS COVERED IN FOAM FROM THE FERENGI SHIP

Tok says:
all: Federation?  what that?

CSO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. I'm picking up organic matter from the transporter room.. it is foam..

FCOBryant says:
:::looks at the Ferengi and wonders if his head is really as hard as it looks::::

FCOBryant says:
CTAC: sir how are we gonna explain this to the CO?

Host CaptPyril says:
CSO:   Biohazard?

CMO_Rosin says:
::scanning the Ferengi::

OPS_Jacob says:
      ::walks out of foam wall and heads for Bridge

Host Maryanne says:
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>PAUSE MISSION<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
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